It’s official, virtual has arrived, in all its glory.
Virtual friendships, virtual offices, virtual weddings.
And, of course, virtual claims.
Whether you were ready or not.
But guess what?
At Snapsheet, we’ve actually spent the last decade honing our technology for this moment.
And we’ve got a bunker full of knowledge to share with you. Helping you deliver virtual appraisals and
digitizing the full end to end claims process – from eFNOL to reserving and settlement.
This is no cobbled together collection of plug-ins and patches.
But an end-to-end, API-based, cloud native system built for the modern workforce and customer.
Use Snapsheet Appraisals and get fully up to speed, virtually overnight -Capture photos anytime, anywhere, any way;
Get estimates in a fraction of the time;
Proactively manage the repair process from start to finish;
And triple the productivity of your team.
It’s all in one platform and for all types of vehicles, from repairables to total loss, supplements,
subrogation and more.
Snapsheet Appraisals is available off the shelf to use immediately.
Call it virtual in a snap.
But we didn’t stop at appraisals. We designed Snapsheet Claims, an end-to-end, customer-centric claims
management platform with virtual at its core.
From eFNOL to omnichannel engagement tools to directly depositing payments, the Snapsheet Claims
platform digitizes every step of the process–bringing solutions to each point of friction and delivering
faster, better experiences for everyone involved.
Enable two-way, automated digital communication throughout the claims process;
Get a no-code visual workflow editor to automate communications, dispatch, reserve setting and
settlement.
Enable a cloud-native, API-based system for plug and play innovation.

No matter where you’re at in your digital transformation journey, Snapsheet Claims is flexible and
modular to meet the needs of innovative claims organizations of all types and sizes.
Modern architecture for your modern workforce and customer.
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